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Abstract

Terzuolo Viviani, in widely cited research, prOpose a central
control mo4.el of timing in typing, in which keystroke times, aregenerated in parallel from. centrally stored, word-specif4 timingpatterns. Differences in overall time to type a given word are
attributed to .a multiplicative rate parameter, constant for a given
typing of the word, but varying from-one typing to another. Three major
lines al evidence are cited fdr this model: (a) keystroke. times expand
or contract proportionally when words are typed slower or faster; (b)
the variances of keystroke times do. not increase for successive letters
ina word; (c) the times to type a given digraph exhibit word-specific
differences.- My analyses: show that (a) keystroke times-do not expand
proportiofially; (b) the apparent constancy of variances is an artifact
of the method that Terzuolo and Viviani used to transform the keystroke
times; (c) the effVtts of surrounding character context, are sufficient
to explain differences in digraph latencies,and ttle$e effects cross word
boundaries, showing that they=are not word-specific.
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Evidence Against Central Timing

Evidence Against Timing Patterns inTyping

A large part of our daily activity is based on highly'practi
motor movements. Examination of the detailed timing characteristics
these motor movements can provide insight into how the mind learns,
stores, plans, and carries out actions. Typing is a particularly
interesting skill from this iantage point because people are readily
available with skills ranging from that of the complete novice to the
professional, typist with thousands of hours of practice. The sequence
of keystrokes in typing provides a set of well defined events with
easily measured times. In contrast with tasks such as playing a musical
instrument, the control, of timing in typing is not an explicit
.constraint of the task, and therefore the timing in typing should mores
clearly reflect the timing structure ofthe motor system.

Terzuolo and Viviani (Terzuolo & Viviani, 1979; Viviani,& Terzuolo,'1980; Terzuolo 6 Viviani, 1980) have argued strongly And consistentlyfor a Adel ot. tne control of timing in typing that postulates aninvariant timing pattern, or ';motor engram,"'for each common word andsome common letter sequences. These timing patterns may"vary from onetypist, to another: They propose that keystroke times are generated inparallel ,from these centrally stored, word-specific 'timing patterns.pifferences in overall time to type a given word are attributed to amultiplicative rate parameter, constant for a given typing of the word,but varying' from one typing to another. They cite three lines ofevidence for their model of timing: (a) although the overall time totype a given word may vary from one typing to another,the letter-to-,
letter intervals within the word expand or contract proportionally,
maintaining fixed ratios and indicating a multiplicative rate parameter;
the observed interstroke intervals for a word are "characterized 'by an
abstract invariant, namely the se; of ratios of time intervals between
successive key presseS" (Terzuolo & Viviani, 1980, p. 1098); (b) the
variability in keystroke times does not increase with the position of
the letter in a word, indicating that .the times are generated in
parallel, rather than sequentially; (e) the interstroke interval for a
given ,digraph is 'sometimes significantly different/ when 0-ie digraph
occurs in different words, indicating a word-specifiC'timing pattern.

The HIV Model

'Although Terzuolo and Vivia never present an explicit model foT
timing in typing, the following model, which I 1.4011, call the "TV model,"
is in accord with their view of timing control. In the TV model, the
Keystroke times are genetated in parallel by multiplying a stored timing
pattern by a rate parameter. Let the observed keystroke -times for aword be given by the expression

twn= rwTn + ewn (1)

* .v ro4

4 .
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The expression for the corresponding interstroke intervals is

jun = ru, In + awn eW(Ti-1)

where

I

ewn is a random error term for the nth letter in the wth typing ofthe word. It is a random normal'variate with mean = U
In is the'stored timing pattern interval for the nth letter.

(In = Tn T(n-0)
i is the observed interstroke interval for the,nth letter in thewn

wth typing of the word.

rw is a rate parameter, constant for the wAl typing of the word.
It is a random normal variate with mean = 1.

to
is the stored pattern time for the nth letter.

twn is the time for .the nth keystroke-in the wth instance of the
Wora.

4 '<

In this paper I question the evidence for the Terzuolo and Viviani
model of timing, using data that I have collected from skilled typists
as well as data.published by Terzuolo and Viviani. I discuss the three
aspects of the model in turn: (a) the multiplicative rate parameter; (b)
the parallel generation of keystroke times; (c) the word-specific timing
patterns..

Is There a Multiplicative Rate Parameter?

' Although Terzuolo and Viviani (1980) argUe for the presence of a
multiplicative rate .parameter and present suggestive data, they do not
report any sttistical evidence for this aspect of the model. The
presence of a ra 6 parameter in the model makes two predictions that can
be tested. First, the rate parameter makes the weak prediction that the
intersttoke intervals within a word should be positively correlated over
repeated typings df the Word. Second, the multiplicative rate parameter
makes. the strong prediction that the ratio -of the intervals ,should
remain constant as the overall duration of the word changes. In the
next two sections, I test these predictions of the rate parameter model.

I:)tryals Should Be Positively Correla ted

Because the rate parameter is constant for.a given typing of a
word, if one interval is, for example, longer in a given instance of the
word, the other intervals Ln that instance should tend to be longer
also. That is, if seerat instances of a word are examined, the
interstroke intervals withid the ward should be positively correlated,
I therefore analyzed data from typists to see"if the intervals_ within a

''word were positively correlated.
,

)

. Method. In Study T, fivg professional typists transcribed normal
Englia--TT5se, typing at a Hazeltine, 1500 computei terminal. All five
typists were very familiar with .this terminal, using it as.part of their
normal,employment in codidnction with the campus word processing system.
The keystrokes were displayed onthe screen of the terminal. Keypresses
and the corresponding times were recorded by a Minicomputer:
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The text to be typed consisted of six prose article's adapted from
Reader's Dipst. The articles were edited to eliminate Arabic numerals
and quotation marks. Other punctuation and capital letters were
preserved from the original articles. The text was approximately 55,000'
characters long and' was presented as doublespaced,'typewritten copy.
After a 10 Minute.warmupwith another text, the typists were asked to
type the experimental text at their normal, rapid rate, without
correcting errors. The typists transcribed the text in from one to
three experimental sessions, takingroccasional rest breaks at their own
choosing.

Study 2 was condudted about one year after teudy 1. In Study 2,
six professional typists, including the five typists who participated in
Study 1, transcribed normal EngliSh prose, typing on a highquality
electronic keyboard (Nicrosuirtch model 51SD12-4 'with :tactile feel")
with a 'keyboard layout 'identical to that of the normal IBM Selectric
typewriter, (Figure 1 shows the keyboard layout.) All typists frequently
typed en a Selectric typewriter. The typed letters were displayed on a'
CRT'in front-of the typist. Keypresses and the corresponding times were'
recorded by a microcomputer.

The text was one Of those used in Study 1: an article adapted fromReader's Digest about diets. It will be referred to as the "diet text."
The text was approximately 12,000 characters long and was presentedas
doublespaced, typewritten copy. After a 10 minute warmup with anothertext, the typists were asked to type the diet text at their normal,
rapid rite, without, correcting errors.

All words of four or more letters which occurred at least ten timesin either Study 1 or Study 2 were examined. Data from the two studies
were treated separately. Since correlations can be strongly affected by,outlying data, instances of words with aberrant intervals wereeliminated by two procedures. First, words containing an interval
greater than 400 nseg. (about 4% of the words) were eliminated. Next,
words containing a interval more than 3 standard deviations away from
Oite mean for that interval (another -2% of the words) were eliminated.
The correlation coefficient was calculated for all pairs of intervals
within each word. In all, j517 correlations were calculated, involving
51 different words and 6 typists.

'Results. Most of the correlations between interstroke intervals
were very small, Overall, 82% of the correlations were not
significantly.different from zero. 3% of the correlationg were
significantly less than zero arid 15% were significantly greater than
zero. The average correlation was +0.162. For the individual typists,
ttie average correlationsranged from +0.11 to +0.25: It is interesting
to note that the average correlation between intervals for a given
subject was significantly correlated with their median interstroke
intervals: r = +0.92. That is, the slower typists had more highly
correlated intervals. 'These'values for the average correlation are
strongly weighted toward the longer words, because all possible pairs of
intervals within a word were used: for example, a four letter word has 3different pairs. of intervals but an eight letter word has 21 differentpairs, however,. when the correlations within each word are collapsed,
thus 'weighting each word equally, the average correlation Changed onlyslightly, to +017.6.

/".
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The' TV podel predicts a possible negative correlntion forsuccessive interstroke intervals. This can, be seen by noticing in
Equation/11 that the error term ew(n...

1) enters into iwn with a negativesign, but would enter into iv/(n.-1) with a positive sign. (For furtherdiscussion of the negative correlations in parallel tibing models; seeWing,_ 1980.) These negative' correlations are confined to adjacent
intervals.. Therefore, I also summarized the7correlations with adjacent
intervals omitted. The results are--much the same. With adjacent
intervals omitted, 86% of the correlations are not significantly
different *tfrom zero, and only 12% are significantly positive. The
average cdtrelati.ons were +0.139 (all ,intervals) and '+Q.205(1
(correlations coliapsed within words). These'results indicate thgt if
there is a proportional expansion of ntervals, the effect is extremely

r small. Overall, it would account 'for, at most, 4% of the variance
observed in interstroke intervals.

The Ratio of Intervals Within aWord Should Be Constant

Even thougiltha,data'fail'the weak prediction of the rate parameter
model, it is useful to test Cite stronger, quantitative prediction: if
the interstroke intervals for two digraphs within a word are compared
over instances of the Vora, the ratio of the two intervals should remain,
approximately constant. If the ratio of two intervals was exactly
constant (which would be true if the error terms it 'Equation 2 were
equal to zero), a scatter plot of the in rvals over repeated instances,
of the word would fall on a straight ine passing through the origin
with a slope equal to the .ratio of the intervals, I call this linthe
"constant ratio line." Even Af both tervals contain a normally varying
random error, as in Equation 2, the scatter plot will still form anellipse wnose incipal 'axis is the constant ratio.line.

Method. Of the 1517 pairs of intervals examined in the previous
study, 234 of them had a sigtificantly

positive- correlation.' The 39
pairs of intervals with 'significantly negative correlations violate therate parameter model and were not_studied further. The 1243 pairs of
intervals with insigRificant correlations also do not support the model;
since they do not have a well defined'principal axis, they were not
studied further. For each of the 234 pairs of positively correlated
intervals, the slope of the principal axis of the corresponding scatter
plot was determined along, with its 95% confidence limits, using the
method of Sokol-and Rohlf (1969) for a bivariate normal distribution.
The slope of the,principal axi,s was then compared with the slope of the
constant ratio line.

'Results. ,Figure 2 shows a typical result. Note that the slope of
the constant ratio line falls outside of the confidence limits for the
principal axis slope. In the 234 comparisons made, the constant ratio
slope was outside the 95% confidence interval for the observed slope 140
times. If a multiplicative rate parameter" model underlies the observed
data, the constant ratio. slope should be rejected only 5% of the time.
(A study of simulated data generated according to the TV model, Equation
1, confirmed the expected 5% rejection rate.) Instead the constant ratio
slope was rejected 60% of the time. Separated by typist, the rejection
rate va.H.ed.fxom 50% to 67%. When adjacent intervals are excluded, out
of 97 comparisons the constant ratio slope was rejected 59% of the time.
Surprisingly, there appears to be no relation between' constant ratio
slope and. the observed slope. The correlation coefficient between the
constant ratio slope and the observed slope was +0.02.

s.
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Figure'2. Scatter plot of the wi versus th interstroke intervals in
instances of the word with as typed by Typist 3. The observed, incipal
axis of the bivariate distribution is shown, along'with the 95 confi-
dence limits for its/slope. The constant ratio line was calcula ed from
the ratio of the mean interstroke intervals. .tts slope falls outside
the confidence limits for the observed principal axis. In an analysis
of 234 such interval pairs, the constant ratio line'had a slope signifi-
cantly different from the observed axis 60% of thp time, indicating that
the interstroke intervals within a word do not expand proportionally. -
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An examinAtion of inteestroke
intervals,,in repeated words did not

support the presence of a -multiplicative rate parameter--the firstfeature of the TV model of liming. The multiplicative rate parametermakes the weak prediction that intervals within a word should bepositively. correlated. 82% of the correlations found were not
significantly different from zero, 3% were significantly negative, and
only 15% were significantly positive. The multiplicative rate parameter
also makes the strong prediction that intervals within a word should
tend to have a constant ratio. Even when the analysis was restricted to
the intervals that were positively correlated., the scatter plots of
interval pairs had principal axes significantly different from the
constant ratio line'60% of the time.

Are Keystroke Times Generated in l5Arallel?

The second line of evidence cited by Terzuolo and Viviani for the
TV model is that -the variances of the keystroke times do not' increase
'for successive letters in a word. They state:

The variance across instances of the time of ..occutrence of
each event of the seqUence does not increase with the rank
order-ot the event within the sequence. . . . This implies
that the operations which specify the time of occurrence of
each event are not serially arranged for, otherwise, the
variability inherent to each event would summate. . . . The
events of the pattern are represented within the ongram by
using a (functionally) parallel 'arrangement. (Terzuolo &
Viviani, 1980, pp. 1101-1102

The contrast here is between a parallel model, such as the TV model, inwhich the time of-each keystroke is independently specified, land aserial model in whith the time of each keystroke is based on the time ofthe previous keystroke. important to note that when Terzuolo andViviani refer to "the variance, Across instances of the tithe of
occurrence of each event of the sequence,' they. do not mean the observed
times of the.events. The variance in the observed times does increase
along the sequence, as can be easily seen in Terzuolo and Viviani's
data. Instead they are referring So the variances after the.observed
times have been altered by a transformation which I will call the "TV
transformation. Most of this section will be devoted to,*the nature o.f
this transformation and its effects on simulated and observed times.

In the simple,para4el.model,, without a rate parameter,

tun = Tn + awn, (3)

The variance in both the time for each keystroke and, the interstroke
intervalsis constant.' In the,corresponding serial modpl,

twn = tw(n_i) + In +
top

13

(4)
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n
= Tn + E etus

r, s=1 ,
,),,

a '

..

a.-
.

The var\ance in the time for each keystroke with the-serial model equals
the variance in the error term plus the variance in the previous time.
Thus,.assuming the error terms are indOendenti',,the variance will tend
to increase linearly for successive times. (Note, however, that this
distinction only applies to the times;the variance, of the interstroke
intervals is constant with both models.)

-. .

a
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(5)

li

It would be eas y` to distinguish between the simple parallel and:
serial models on the basis 'of this ,difference in variances. The
addition of a m4L441icative rite parameter,.however,\c2mplicates the
analysis. With therate parameter, rw, the simple parallel 'modelbdcomes the ,,V model discussed in the previous section:

Luny = r,7:;+ -e,

ihe coriesponding expression fot the serial model is:

O

(oA

Because the rate ,parameter is constaptfor a giyen typing of the word,
it leads to a positive correlfar between intervals and hence the
variance of the times increases for successive, keystrokes with both
models. Figure 3 compares the typical. pattern of standard deviations of
keystroke times produced by the 'serial and parallel models with and
without a multiplicative rate parameter.

'ferzuglo and Viviani's approach was to try to remove the effects of
the rate parameter by a "homothetic" (proportional) transformation (the
TV transformation), and then look ft the variances in the transformed
times. Their transformation method is to proportionally adjust. the
observed keystroke times for a particular instance of a word by
multiplying each time by a constant.- The set of constants, one constant
for each instance of the word, is chosen to minimize the variance-of the
transformed timeswhile-keeping the avetage duration for the words the
same before and after the transformation (Terzuolo & Viviani, 1980;
Viviani, 1981). The TV transformation does indeed remove the effects
tne rate parameter. Unfortunately, it also introduces an artifact into
the transformed 'ti.mes. In particular, the TV transformation causes
systematic distoitions of the random error component in the observed
times. The consequence is that with the parallel model, although the
variances should be constantkin the absence of the rate parameter, the
variances of the transformed times tend to decrease for successive
keystrokes. Surprisingly, tkre variances of the transformed times do not
increases for successive keystrokes with the serial model either.
/nstebd they form a distinctive pattern, but one different from that
baked on the parallel model. In both cases, the pattern of variances
depends on the number of letters in the word (or more precisely, on the
number of successive times included in the transformation). Figure 3
shows how the TV transformation reduces the variance in the keystroke

14

.
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serial -Pate

/parallel -rate

serial

serial-trans
'parallel-trans.

Keystroke-

Figure 3. The standard deviations of simulated keystroke times pro
duced by (starting at the'top) parallel and, serial models with a multi
pricative rate parameter:parallel and serial models without a multipli
cative rate parameter, and TV transformed times ptroduced by the parallel
and serial models. In the case of-the TV transformed times, the stan
dard deviations are the same whether or not model includes a rate param
eter. Each curve is baled on simulated data for 1000 repetitions of a

7silc letter word.
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f.

times. Note in particular that the variances are reduced below that for
parallel and serial models without a rate parameter, indicating that the.
TV transformation is also reducing variance due to the random error
term, e

wn, The basis of the artifact produced by tlie'TV transformation
is that -it reduces the variance due to the random error term in a
systematically,biased fashion.

Much of the following discussion will center. on the pattern
obtained by plotting the standard deviations of the T\ftransformed times
as a function of letter position. I will call this.pattern of standard
deviations the transform pattern. To investigate the effects of the TV
transformation on keystroke times, I.generated simulated times according
to the parallel and serial "modbls as given 'in equations ,6 and 7. These
simulated times Were then -transformed according to the 'method of
TerzuOlo and Viviani. Figure 4 shows the resulting transform patterns
for sequences of length three to ten keystrokes. For three and four
keystrgke sequences, the transform patterns decrease for successive,
keystrokes with both models, and the models cannot be qualitatively
distinguished. For secniences of five or more keystrokes, however, the
transform patterns are qualitatively different for the serial and
parallel models.

Tvio important conclusions can be' drawn from these simulation
results. First, the absence of increasing variance in the transformed
times, which Terzuolo and Viviani found, doe's not indicate an underlying

.parallei model, sincethe'vdriances of transformed times do not increase
with the serial model either. Second, since the, parallel and serial
models produce different transform. patterns, it still might be possible
to distinguish between parallel and serial control of timing by
comparing expeHmental keystroke times with those simulated according to
the two models.

Comparison of Data with ParaliN\and Serial Models

In iigure 5 the transform patterns for the words father and during,
as reported by Terzuolo and Viviani, are compared winflie
results f,r a 6 keystroke sequence. The experimental data fit a serial.
model of timing much better than a parallel model. To make a more
complete evaluation, I compared the transform patterns published by
Terzuolo and Viviani with the, corresponding patterns for the parallel
and serial models.

Method. Terzuolo and Viviani report transform pattetns for 27
words of length 5 or more letters. The pattern for each word was
compared with the parallel and serial' model by scalingthe model pattern
with a multiplicative constant until the sum of the squared deviations
from the corresponding points of the word pattern was'minimiied. The -,

model pattern which, produced the -4owest minimum sum was declared the
best fit. ../.

.

Results. 70% of the 27 words reported by Terzuolo and Viviani fit
the seria model better than the parallel model, I repeated this
analysis using my own data (the repeated words from Studies 1 and 2,
described previougly) and found similar results. The analysis covered

0 six typists and a total of 97 words -(5 letters or longer). 75% of the
words fit the serial model better than the parallel model. Additional
evidgnce is presented in Figure 6, taken-from Terzuolo nd Viviani
(1980), which shows the transform patterns for the ends .of 'carious
words. These patterns all show the striking ,increase, in standard
deviations for the last letter that i.4 typical of the serial model and

16
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Keystroke

Figure 4.

.A. Transform patterns obtained when simulated keystroke times gen-
erated by a parallel model (equation 6) were subjected to the propor-
tional transformation of Terzuolo and Viviani. For each curve,,simulat-
ed keystroke times for 1000 "sequences were transformed. The original
interstrolce intervals had a standard deviation of approximately PI

B. Identical to A, except that the simulated keystroke times were
generated by a serial model (equation 7).
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Figure 5. Comprison of transform patterns based on typist's date
with the transform patterns obtained from simulated data generated by
parallel and serial' timing nfodels. The typist's data are for tie words
during and father as reported by Terzuolo and Viviani (1980). The simu-

tir data are the parallel and serial transform patterns for six keys- ,
troke sequences from Figure 4. The transform patterns for the experi-
mental data fit the pattern for the serial model better than for the
parallel model.
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FigOse 6. Transform patterns for the end of various wsOrds, as re-ported by Terzuolo and Viviani. Note the striking increase in the pat-tern for the last letter in the word. This behavior is characteristic
of transform patterns b5ased on perial moders, and once again indicates--the the experimentally observed keystroke times are more Indicative ofan underlying serial conrol 'of timing than of a parallel control oftiming. (From "Determinants and Characteristics of Motor Patterns Used
for Typillg" by C. A. Terzuolo and P. Viviani Neuroscience, 1980, 5,1085-1103. Copyright t980 by IBRO. Reprinted by permission.)
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is not seen with the parallel model:

Summary

Terzuolo, and Viyiani found that TV transformed keystroke times do
not exhibit a general increase in variance for successive letters in a
word, and cite this as evidence for a parallel rather than a serial
model of timing. It turns out, however, that the lack of increase in
variances was an artifact of the TV transfOrmgion. For sequences of
five or more keystrokes, however,, the TV 6fansform does produce a
qualitatively j4ifferent pattern of variances for parallel and serial,
models. I showee'that the data of Terzuolo and Viviani, as well as my
data, fit a serial model better than a pafallel Model 70% to T 4 of the'
time. Thus the experimental data do not support the second f ature of
the TV model--that keystroke times are determine d in a paralle fashion.

Are There Word-Specific Timing Patterns?

Terzuolo and Viviani (1980) showed that, in a number of cases, the
interstroke interval for a given digraph differed significantly
depending on the word in which it was embedded. For example, they
report that for one typist, the an interstroke interval (the time
between the a and n Keystrokes) was 1T7 msec in the words thank, but.94
msec in the word ran. They cite these differences as JrMae for -a
word=specitic timing pattern. An alternative explanation, .however, is
that the interstroke interval could be modulated at the time of
execution by wider context beyond the digraph. In the worn thank,. for
instance, it could be that the right index finger which types the n is
later than usual because it was recently occupied with typing the h.
(Figure 1 shows the standard typewriter keyboard layout.) There would be
no comparable delay, in the word ran because .the previous letters are
typed by the opposite hand. In--my data, I found .differences in
interstroke intervals for a,given digraph in different contexts, similar
to those found by Terzuolo and Viviani. In this section I describe a
study of the effects of context on interstroke intervals, and of whether
these effects are word-specific.

The interstroke intervals in typing have almost' always been
categoriled in terms of the digraphs being typed. Some authors liave
subdivided the digraphs, baked on the type of finger movements required
totype the digraph (Coolier, 1923; Kinkead; 1975; Terzuolo & Viviani,
1980; Gentntr, 1981), but the 'digraph has remained the unit, of
description. One study which considered wider context beyond the
digra

ih

was reported ly Shaffer (1978). Shaffer found that the
inter troke interval for a given digraph was affected by context both to
the 1 ft and right of the digraph. I conductqd a systematic study of
how interstroke intervals are affected by tte surrounding character
context.

Method

The data were interstroke intervals from r,Study 2, in which six
typists transcribed normal English prose. The analyses reported here
are based oh all six-character sequences made ups of the 26 lower cage
letters along with period, tomma, and space. Approximately 10,000`
overlapping sequences were examined for each typist.

20
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Because interstroke interval distributions are highly. skewed, I
have folloived Shaffer (p973) in characterizing them by medians and
quartiles. The spread of an interval 'distribution was measured in terms
of the half-widththe difference between the third and first quartile
(the 75th and 25th percentile). I alsO repeated thege analyses using
the standard deviation rather than the half-width as ,a measure of the
spread of the distribution. To eliminate the effect of very long
intervalg on the standard deviation, intervals greater than 400 msec
were discarded (1.8% of the intervals). All results reported in this -
paper were unaffected by the choice of standard deviation or half-width
as a measure .of spread.

Half-Widths of Interstroke Interval Distributions
.

.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of all interstroke intervals for atypiCal typist, The half-laidth of the overall distribution is 63 raset.On analysis it becaMe clear, however, that this distribution was acomposite of many narrower distributions. When the `context Of theinterstroke interval was highly constrained by fixing the six charadterstring containing the interval (the three characters before and'after
the interval), the interval distributions had a median half-width of 18
msec. Two such narrower' distributions are also..7.shown in FigUre 7.

-no
Figure 7 illustrates the extremes of context effects; going fr
context at all (the _distribution of all intervals) to the ighly
controlled context provided by a string of. six characters. I.first4
explore the effects of context by. measuring the half-width of interval
Histributions as context is sequentially added to the left and right of
the interval. Then in the following section 1 address the question of
whether 'thepe context effects 'are independent of words, or if
controlling the, context merely helps specify the word in which the
digraph occurs. .

%,

The affects or specifying context are shown in Table 4.. The line
labeled "All:' gives the half' -width of the distribution of all
interstroke intervals (the mean half-width across all typists is '56.7
msec). The%Jmedian half -width of 'interval distributions for the
individual characters, shown on line? "C ", is the median half-width of
the distAbutions of interstroke intervals ending with a b, c, etc.
The median half -width for individual characters (55:2 msec) is .

essentially the 'same as for all characters combined, indisating that
specifying the character being taped, has little effect on the
variability of interstroke ,intervais.. In contrast, specifying oneadditional character to the left of the character being typed ,,,("cC")
reduces the half-width by almost half to 31.7 msec. This is the ,
strongest context effect observed and, is the bAis for the %common
practice of deperibing intervals in terms of the corresponding digraphs.Table 1 also shows that the effect of context extends further than onecharacter to the /eft of the character being typed. Specifying-a secondcharacter to the left ("ccC") further decreases the half-width of thedistributions to 25.7 msec. Specifying a third character to the left o
(°CccC") has little effect. Somewhat surprisingly,' context to the rightof the character being typed also affects the intervals It appearsfrom the data in Table 1 that specifying one character ("Cc") or twocharacters ("Ccc") to the 'right also ,reduces the half-width of the
interval distributions. _

21
a

The data in Table 1 are confounded, .however. .Bedause the data are
based on normal' English text, the distribution of letters in words is
not balanced and, for example, specifying right. context also puts.
constraints the 1Jeft context. To separate these factors, consider
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Figure' 7. The di&tribution of all interstroke intervals for Typist
3. This distribution has a half -wof 63 msec. The .figve also
shows the distribution of intervals for he digraph al in the sequence
<space>calor with,a half-width of 30 msec, and, the digtribution of in-

. CIFETiEr7.37the. d graph la in the sequence weight with a half-width of
17 msec. The medi n half -width for all such interval distributions with
six characters of ontext fixed is 18 msec, indicating that the distri-

,:bution of all inters roke intervals is composed of many narrower distri-
butions with varying edians.
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Median HalfWidths of Interval Distributions

4

Fixed I

Stringa I

I

-Nb 1 2
Typist

3 4 . 5 6.
I

Mean

.

I

I

1All
I

56 73 63
C 26 57 76 59

. I

cC . 206 35 39 34
cc(: ' 238 27 33 27

cccC I 94 26 '29 26
Cc I 210 I 44 58 47
Ccc --t ' 237 I 34 40 42

ccCc
I

94 I 23 25 23
58 24 25 19

ccCc I 59 23 25 . 21
cccCcc i 20 25 22 18

51

50
30
23

21

41

35

19

19

19 "

20

5T
52
24
21

43
38
17

16

17
16

40
37

28
23

22
34

29

19

18
19
21

1

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

1

56.7
55.2
31.7

22

'25.7

54.7.L .3

44:5
36;3
21.0
20.2

-2'20%73

Note. Based on all sixcharacter strings composed of lower caseletters, period, comma, and space c=uring ten or more times in the
diet text.

.

$ii

The row labeled "All" is-for the distribution of all characters
combined. The labels for the other rows specify the fixed string

' with "C" indicating the charac.tei which terminates the inte-rval and "c"
indicating additionaY context characters. For example, th label.'"ecC"
refers to a series of 238 distrihutions including the distr bution.
of an intervals in the string tan.

,
.

,.b
N is the number of distributions,analyzed for each typist.

4
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the case when the chaacter being typed and two characters to the left,
are specified ("ccC"1. A total of three characters are specified aft1

"the mean half-width is 25.7 msec. A fourth character can be added to
- the context either by specifying a third character to the left ("cccC")

or one character to the right of-the typed character ("actc". Adding a
character on the left to the context decreases the half-width by 1.4
msec, but adding a character, on the right decreases the half-width by
4.7 msec. This effect holds for every individual typist, 'and indicates
that \adding context to the right does more than merely constrain left
context. A simnel- argument shows that the second charaCter of right
context has little effect (compare line "ccCc" with line "cccCc" versus
line "ccCcc"). In summary then, the interstroke interval Fo'r typing a
given character is influenced. by the neighboring two characters to the
left and one character to the right.

Word Effect or Context Effect?

could be argued that the interstroke interval for a given'
digr h is'specific to the word, and in specifying the context we are
merely_limiting the set of words in which the digraph occurs. There are
three major lines of evidence against this argument: first, context.

_effects cross word boundaries; second, intervals in the same context,
but in different words, do not differ; third, context effects can be

4 produced without word-specific timing patterns.
a

First, context effects cross word boundaries. To determine whether
context effects apply words. or could also be found between
two words, I compared cases in which the left, context was within the
word, with cases where it crossed a word boundary. As indicateNn
Tab16-2, the half-widths of'distributions for intervals preceeding lower
case letters narrows as the left context is further specified (compare
line "C" wittv line "cC" and line "....C"). The character context 'is
clearly more effective than the space context:-reducing the half-width
to an mean of 30.8 msec, compareT-F5-42.7 msec for, the space context.
The important point for this analysis,' however, is that specifying a
second character of left context further_ reduces the half-width of the
distributions by similar amounts whether the intervening character is a
lowercase letter or a space. When it is within-word .context ("ccC"),
the second charadter of-7317-text reducdd the half-width by 6,5 msee,6n
average, and when it is cross-word context ("c C."), the second character
of context reduced the half-width by 7.4 msec. Context effects cross
word boundaries'for &11 six typists.

In accord with this result, Shaffer (1978) found that the initial
interval in a word could be affected by. the previous word. For example,
tht mewl <space >s interval was 91 msec in the phrase win supply but 121
msec in the phrase ratio supply. He found significant effects of the
previous word in 17751 TET-3'9 cases examined. Shaffer's wsults
indicate.'not only that context effects can cross word boundaries, but
that the pattern of,intervals found in a given word is dependent on the
previous word--additional evidence against a word- specific timing
pattern.

Second, intervals in the same context, but in different words, do
not difter. I pltamined afrizoiTiitiet text that shared a string
6Tfour or more letters to see if there would be any effect of the word ,

being typtd, once two letters of left (context and one letter of.,right 41-

context were specified. For example I compared the er interval in the
words permanent and supermarket. _Si9ce the text was not specially
chosen to. this test, the number 6-P/possible .comparisons was small.

I 24
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Table 2

Context Effects Within and Across W &rds
Median Half-Widths of Interval Distributions

I
I

.
.

.
, Typist .

.

S 1 2 3 4 5
k

6 Mean

57 74 56 50 51 3.7 . 55.2
35. , 37 32 28 -24 29 -.30.8
2.7 30 25 21" 21.- "22 I 24.3
45 ,50 53 50 32 , 26 I 42.7
33 41 50 37 28 23 35.3

Fixed I

trings 1

b
N

I

C
I

1..-cC
1-ccC
1 C

c-t

I

I

I

I

I.

23
161
104
/0
36

I

I

I

I

Note. BdSed on all strings compoped of. six lower case letters
occuring 10 or more time in the diet text. Some of the half-widths
in this table'are slightly differenlfrom the corresponding half-widths
in Table 1 because "C" and "c" in,T 'le 1 include lower case
letters, period, comma, and space,but "C" and "c" in this'table
are restricted to lower case letters only.

a
The labels specify the fixed string

with "C" indicating the letter terminating the interval and
indicating additional context characters. For-example, the
refers to a series ot 36 distributions including,the
distribution of <space>t intervals in the string e<space>t.
b
N is the number of distributions analyzed for each tuist.

ne
lthel "c_C"
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Nonethefess, out of 77 pairs of intervals compared in the same. context
but different words,, none of the means,was significantly different at
the 5% bevel. Although a null result is never very convincing, this
finding 'supports the view that it is the surrounding character context,
rather than the word, whica determines the interstroke interval.

Third, context effects cars be produce& without word- specific timing
patterns: ETallaTifat-7177F-Ch7Y-typewriter keyboard (Figure- 1 suggests
how, these wider context effects can be accounted for without having to
postulate word-specific timing patterns.c Consider tht it interval in
the sequences bit and wit. The typing of the by the ifidex finge,i- on
the top row =ad be---delayed in the sequence bit, relative to the
sequence wit, because the index finger is pulled away from the top,row
to type EhT.10 on thebottomorow (the w is typed by the leff"!rin fingei
on the top Tow). Five of the six -eypists- had a longer m Lan it
interval in the sequence bit (mean,over typists = 130msec) th n in the,
sequence wit (mean = 112 cosec). The means were significantly different
by a t. test.

It is less obvious how context to the right of the digraph could
-affect intervals. To see how this might come about, consider the
sequence& tin and tio. The i and,o4pre typed by the right hand on ttie

top row, but the'n-ri- typed by the right hand on the bottom. row. If the
attempts, to type Teighboripg letters overlap somewhat. in time, we could.
expect the ti interval to be longer in the sequence tin;.a.tendency to
move to the-Fottom row to type the n would conflict wfiT-the movement to
the top row to type the i. This conflict would not exist when tyPing
the sequenEe tio. All six typists had a longer median ti interva.1 in
the sequence tin (mean over typists = 126' msec) than in tie- sequence tio
(mean = 100 miTE).. The means were significantly different by a t test.

(1978) has also fognd effects of right context on interstroke
intervals.,

These data from typists are supported by results from the
simulation model of typing developed by Rumelhart and Norman (1982).
Their simulation model has no word-specific timing patterns: Instead,
keystroke timing is determined by the layout of the keyboard and the
physical constraints of the hands and fingers, which, may be'attetpting
to type several letters at once. Rumelhart and Norman report effects of
right context very similar to those obtained,by Shaffer. I did several
experiments with their computer simulation model, having it type the
diet text as well as specially 'controlled texts. I found context
effects from characters two to t left and one to the right similar to
'those shown by typists. For inst nce, the mean it interval ptoduceelly
the simulation model in the sequence. bit was.1.6-61mes as long as in the
sequence wit. The mean ti interval i-H-The sequence tin was 1.3 times as
long as in The sequence rib. In both cases the meanT17ere significantly
different by a t,test.

4

Sgmmary

Terzuolo and Viviani.argued that the fact that digraph intervals
could vary from one word to another was evidence for a word-specific
timing pattern. Although I also find that a given digraph interval can
vary from one word to another, I show that this variation is part of a
systematic pattern of context effects produced by the surrounding
characters. 'The effects of local context at the time of planning or
execution appear to ,be sufficient to account for' all the observed
results. Most importantly, the fact that context effects act ,similarly
within words and across word boundaries indicates that word-specific

2G
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timing patterns do not produce in these context effects. Thus, these
analyses do not support the third feature of the TV model-- word specific
timing patterns.

Discussion Y

The data and analyses presented in this paper are in conflict withthe model Of Terzuolo and Viviani in which keystroke times are generatedin parallel from a wordspecific timing pattern with .a multiplicativerate'Arameter. This conflict is ndt based on differences between my
data and theirs; instead, it is based on a different interpretation Ofthe data.

My data show' the same pattern of variances in keystroke times as
reported by Terzuolo and Viviani after the times were "normalized" by
their proportional,. transformation, However( the observation that
variances do not increase for successive letters in a word is not
evidence for a parallel timing model. Instead it is an artifactFT
their transformation. The pattern of variances in'the transformed times
is different for parallel and serial 'models, however, and data from
typists fits a serial model of timing more closely than a parallel
model. J,

My, data confirm the finding by .Terzuolo and Viviani that the
interstroke interval for a digraph can depend upon the word in which it
appigra. 'However, the relevant ,context is the surrounding characters,
not the word, as they claiM. These context effects cross word
boundaries, which argues against a wordspecific basis.

Finally,' on the issue of whether the interstroke intervals expand
proportionally, some of my data are similar to those reported in variousfigures by Terzuolo and Viviani. However, Terzuolo and Viviani only
report on,selected words and, although some of my data look like theirs,''
most do not. Statistical techniques can be used in these cases to
compare the' entire body of experimental, data With a theoretical model*.
This gives a better view of the typicality and range of the experimental
data and helps guard against the tendency to select only those instancestha,r support a particular theory. When that is done,,, with my data, amogl with proportionally expanding interstroke intervals is rejected bythe data about 60% of the time.

My analyses argue against the control of timing in typing by a
wordspecific, stored, timing pattern which can be proportion4lly
expanded of contracted to produce words of differing overall duration.
This does not, however, rule out all models of timing based on central
patterns. For example, a timing pattern could be generated in the
course of preparing to execute the keystrokes; or might be based on
digraphs or. trigraphs rather than word units. Grudin (19811 has found
that; in the case of transposition errors, the timing of the keystrokes
is closer to what would be expected for the correct sequence, rather
than what would be expected for the incorrect sequence that was actually
typed. ,It is difficult to account his results without proposing some
type of timing pattern to control the keystrokes.

27
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